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Text REtrieval Conference

Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)
- to encourage research in information retrieval
  - from large text collections
  - NIST = National Institute of Standards and Technology
  - DARPA = Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
  - ARDA = Advanced Research and Development Activity

http://trec.nist.gov/

TREC-QA 2003 Specifications

- 500 questions in total
- All runs must be fully automatic
- The system cannot be modified after the training phase
- Each question must be processed from the same machine state
- Three different types of questions
  - factoid questions
  - list questions (25-50 questions)
  - definition questions (25-50 questions)
- Different evaluation criterion for each question type
  - All evaluations combined into a unique score
  \[ \text{final} = 0.5 \times \text{factoid-score} + 0.25 \times \text{definition-score} + 0.25 \times \text{list-score} \]
Sample of Questions

Evaluation of Factoid Questions

- The judges will decide if the answer is correct and exact
- What is the longest river in the United States?
  - Correct and exact answers:
    - Mississippi
    - the Mississippi
    - the Mississippi River
    - Mississippi River
    - mississippi
  - Incorrect or inexact answers:
    - At 2,348 miles the Mississippi River is the longest river in the US.
    - 2,348 miles; Mississippi
    - the river Mississippi
    - Missipp
    - Missouri

Evaluation of Factoid Questions

- The system to return one answer only (or "nil") per question and a supporting document:
  1395000 exampleRun NYT19990326.0303 Nicole Kidman
- Each question/answer pair assessed by one (or several?) judge(s):
  - incorrect: the answer-string does not contain a correct answer or the answer is not responsive;
  - unsupported: the answer-string contains a correct answer but the document returned does not support that answer;
  - non-exact: the answer-string contains a correct answer and the document supports that answer, but the string contains more than just the answer (or is missing bits of the answer);
  - correct: the answer-string consists of exactly a correct answer and that answer is supported by the document returned.

- The final score is the fraction of questions judged correct

Evaluation of List Questions

- The question does not indicate the target number of answers
- The response to a list question is a non-null, unordered, and unbounded set of [answer-string, docid] pairs
- An individual instance is interpreted as for factoid questions and will be judged in the same way
- The final answer set for a list question will be created from the union of the distinct, correct responses returned by all participants plus the set of answers found by the NIST assessor during question development

\[ IR = \# \text{instances judged correct \& distinct} / \text{final answer set} \]
\[ IP = \# \text{instances judged correct \& distinct\# instances returned} \]
\[ F = (2*IP*IR)/(IP+IR) \]

- The final score is the mean of the F scores
Evaluation of Definition Questions

- The response is like that of a list question, but the evaluation is different
- For each definition question, the assessor will create a list of acceptable information nuggets about the target from the union of the returned responses and the information discovered during question development.
- Two types of information nuggets
  - Essential information
  - Acceptable information
    \[ NR = \# \text{essential nuggets returned in response}/\# \text{essential nuggets} \]
    \[ NP \text{ is defined using} \]
    \[ \text{allowance} = 100\% - \#\text{acceptable nuggets returned} \]
    \[ \text{length} = \text{total} \#\text{non-white-space characters in answer strings} \]
    \[ NP = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if length < allowance} \\ 1-\left(\frac{\text{length} - \text{allowance}}{\text{length}}\right) & \text{else} \end{cases} \]
    \[ F = \left(26\times NP \times NR\right) / \left(25\times NP + NR\right) \]
- The final score is the mean of the F scores
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The Passage Task

- A simplification of the main task
- Only factoid questions are used
  - 413 questions in TREC 2003
- The system returns a passage of length 250 characters or less containing the answer
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TREC-QA 2003 Corpus

- Data: AQUAINT corpus
  - Newswire text in English
    - Xinhua News Service (People's Republic of China)
    - New York Times News Service
    - Associated Press Worldstream News Service
  - Over 3 Gb when uncompressed
  - 1,033,461 documents
- SGML tagged
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Corpus – Sample
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Corpus – Sample

A large research project, it measured whether and how giving jobs or money to recently released offenders would affect the chances of their becoming repeaters. That project and further studies formed the basis of a standard work in the field, which he wrote with P. Ross and D. Berk, “Money, Work and Crime” (Academic Press, 1980).

Lenihan was born in Queens, and graduated from Columbia’s School of General Studies in 1960. He also earned his M.A. and Ph.D. in sociology at Columbia, the latter in 1974.

Lenihan is survived by two sons, Andrew of Miami, and William of Manhattan; a daughter, Joan Lenihan of Seattle; four sisters, Eileen McManus of Houston, Maira Eastart of North Carolina, Joan Dohson of Bay Shore, N.Y., and Sue Adams of Cape May, N.J.; and three grandchildren.

Tags Used in the Corpus

- doc
- {doctype*} {date_time*} {header} {body} {slug}
  - {headline*} {text} {subhead*} {annotation*}

- NYT/1998

- xls/* (all years):
  - {doctype} {date_time} {body} {headline} {text}
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Deadlines

- The deadlines for 2003 are:
  - August 4: Testing questions and top ranked documents available
  - System to be frozen before downloading the questions
  - Possible to arrange a different (earlier) time
  - August 11: Submission of results to NIST
  - One week of time
  - October 1: Evaluated results from NIST
  - October 29: Notebooks sent to NIST
  - November 18-21: Conference
  - ... : Final papers due
The Proposed System in a Nutshell

- Limited time and resources available to build the system
  - Only a few hours per week during about 3 months
  - Eventually the system was developed in about 55 hours + machine execution time
- Participate in the passage task only
- Implement a simple and functional system
- Use third-party modules whenever possible
- Experiment on overlap scores
  - dependencies, GRs, MLFs, ...

Architecture of our QA System

Document Indexing

- Source:
  - 1,033,461 documents
  - Over 3Gb of data
- No time nor resources to build complex document images
  - e.g. finding the named entities of all documents may have taken months of run time
- NIST provides the top 1000 documents of each question
- Decision: No document indexing

Document Preselection

- NIST provides the 1000 top-ranking documents, ordered by relevance
  - IR engine used: PRISE
- Still, do we need to use all the 1000 documents per question?
- Based on TREC 2002 data...
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Documents</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>53.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Filtering

- Proposal
  - Use a third-party NE recogniser
  - Develop a simple question classifier
  - Determine the answer type for every type of question
  - Give a high score to sentences with compatible entities
    - we want to find likely answers even if there are no sentences with compatible entities

Question Classifier

- Very simple set of regular expressions
  - 29 rules
  - Based on TREC2002 data
- Question types:
  - person, date, location, money, number, city, date, organization, location, percent, country, state, river, name, unknown
- Accuracy: 393 out of 500 questions (TREC2002 data)
  - not tested with new data

Named Entity Recogniser — GATE

- Entities recognised:
  - person, location, date, money, organization
- Mapping of unknown entities:
  - country, city, state, river \(\rightarrow\) location
  - percent \(\rightarrow\) number
  - name \(\rightarrow\) person OR organization OR location
  - any other question type yields same answer type
- Java API
  - Java programming: steep learning curve
  - Initial attempts failed
    - the program would crash unexpectedly
- Decision: do not use named entities
  - question classifier wasn’t used either
Filtering Revisited

• Split the text into sentences
  – Leading blanks are removed: 
    `'s`'
  – Sentence endings determined by punctuation marks and XML tags: 
    `'(?:\.|\?|\!|\.;|<.*?>)+'`
• Rank sentences according to word overlap
  – Word forms
  – Stop words removed
    [link]
  – Repeated words in the answer do not count
• Return the N top-scoring sentences
  – N = 100

Grammatical Relations

• The man that came ate bananas and apples with a fork.
  (detmod _ man the) (cmod that man come) (ncsubj come man _) (ncsubj eat man _) (dobj eat banana _) (dobj eat apple _) (conj and banana apple) (ncmod fork eat with) (detmod _ fork a)

• Same example with the selected grammrels
  (mod that man come) (subj come man _) (subj eat man _) (obj eat banana _) (obj eat apple _) (mod fork eat with)
Grammatical Relations

- Failure to do this will continue to place a disproportionate burden on Fulton taxpayers.
  (xcomp to failure do) (dobj do this _) (nsubj continue failure _) (xcomp to continue place) (nsubj place failure _) (dobj place burden _) (ncmod _ burden disproportionate) (lobj on place tax-payer) (ncmod _ tax-payer Fulton) (detmod _ burden a) (aux _ continue will)
- Same example with the selected gramrels
  (xcomp to failure do) (dobj do this _) (nsubj continue failure _) (xcomp to continue place) (nsubj place burden _) (dobj place burden _) (ncmod _ burden disproportionate) (lobj on place tax-payer) (mod _ tax-payer Fulton)

Minimal Logical Forms

- Called Minimal Logical forms because they encode the minimum information required for AE
- Flat expressions that use reification
- Example: cp will quickly copy files
  holds(e4), object(cp, o1, [x1]), object(s_command, o2, [x1]), evts(s_copy, e4, [x1, x6]), object(s_file, o3, [x6]), prop(quickly, p3, [e4]).
- Example: the man that came ate bananas and apples with a fork
  holds(e1), object(s_man, o2, [x2]), evts(s_come, e4, [x2]), evts(s_eat, e5, [x7]), e5[@e7, e8[@e7, evs(s_eat, e5, [x5, x1]), evts(s_eat, e5, [x8]), object(s_banana, o6, [x6]), object(s_apple, o8, [x8]), prop(with, p9, [e6]), object(s_fork, o11, [x11]).

- A man named Richard Sears has been playing a joke on shoppers.
  (xmod _ man name) (detmod _ man a) (subj name man) (dobj name richard _) (detmod _ joke a) (subj sear man _) (subj play sear _) (aux _ play have) (aux _ play be) (ncmod _ play on) (xcomp _ play joke)
- Who played a joke on shoppers?
  (subj play who _) (dobj play joke _) (ncmod _ play on) (detmod _ joke a)
Results

- Basic Scores
  - Word Overlap: 14.8%
  - Grammatical Relation Overlap: 9%
  - Minimal Logical Form Overlap: 10.8%
- Combination of Scores
  - 3*mo + wo: 13%
  - 3*wo + mo: 15.8%
  - 3*wo + gro: 16.2% (16.8%?)
  - 9*wo + 3*gro + mo: 16.2% (16.8%?)
  - 9*wo + 3*mo + gro: 15.6% (16.8%?)

Results from NIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>answfind1</td>
<td>3wo+gro</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answfind2</td>
<td>9wo+3gro+mo</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answfind3</td>
<td>9wo+3mo+gro</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Comparison with other runs (21 runs in total, including ours):
  - Best: 0.685
  - Median: 0.182
  - Worse: 0.085

Epilogue: What about the Named Entities?

- Managed to extract the NEs of the preselected documents (TREC QA 2002)
- Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Without</th>
<th>With NE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>answfind1</td>
<td>3wo+gro</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answfind2</td>
<td>9wo+3gro+mo</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answfind3</td>
<td>9wo+3mo+gro</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mo</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wo</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gro</td>
<td></td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What’s Next?

- Error analysis
- Finalise NE integration
  - Use NEs for parsing and semantic interpretation
- Convert MLF overlap into a process of abduction
- Extract the exact answer
- List questions
- Definition questions
- ...